We propose discrimination method of synthetic speech using pitch pattern of speech signal. By applying the proposed synthetic speech discrimination system as pre-process before the conventional HMM speaker verification system, we can improve the safety of conventional speaker verification system against imposture using synthetic speech. The proposed method distinguishes between synthetic speech and natural speech according to the pitch pattern which is distribution of value of normalized short-range autocorrelation function. We performed the experiment of user verification, and confirmed the validity of the proposed method.
Introduction
Currently, speaker verification system is often used for user certification. Most of speaker verification systems are constructed by using HMM (Hidden Markov Model), and they are tolerant to vocal mimicry by human being.
On the other hand, imposture methods [1] , [2] against speaker verification system have been reported. Recent synthetic speech has sufficient quality by the fruit of various researches [3] - [12] on speech synthesis. Imposture using synthetic speech is minority at this moment in time, but it has excellent ability to swindle. Consequently, the conventional speaker verification systems are exposed to the menace of imposture using synthetic speech [13] .
Our purpose is to improve the safety of conventional speaker verification systems, and we have already proposed the speaker verification method against imposture using synthetic speech [14] . This method has an effect on tolerance against synthetic speech when the proposed verification process is not known to impostor. However, if the verification process is leaked to impostor, this method may be broken through by impostor.
In this paper, we propose two discrimination methods of synthetic speech. By using the proposed synthetic speech discrimination system as pre-process before the conventional HMM speaker verification system like Fig. 1 , we can improve the safety of conventional speaker verification system. The proposed discrimination system has the role of rejecting the synthetic speech which is generated in or- a) E-mail: ogi@cs.osakafu-u.ac.jp der to impose on HMM speaker verification system. And hence, in this paper, the proposed discrimination method targets not various kinds of synthetic speech but the HMMbased synthetic speech [11] , [12] which has the ability to impose on HMM speaker verification system. And we consider the synthetic speech using waveform segment as outside the scope of this study, because it is difficult without imposture victim's cooperation to collect enough amount of speech samples for constructing segment database. The proposed discrimination methods of synthetic speech have the following merits as compared with other discrimination method [15] .
(1) Discrimination process is independent of speaker verification process. (wide adaptability) (2) Discrimination process uses different feature from speaker verification process. (increase of imposture difficulty)
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the outline of pitch extraction is explained. And two discrimination methods of synthetic speech are proposed in Sect. 3 . In order to show the validity of the proposed methods, the experiment of discrimination of synthetic speech has been performed in Sect. 4.
Pitch Extraction for Speech Signal
In the proposed method, we perform the discrimination of synthetic speech by using the pitch pattern of speech sigCopyright c 2005 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers nal. Therefore the pitch of speech signal must be obtained at first. In this paper, we use the autocorrelation function proposed by Fujisaki et al. [16] for pitch extraction, and describe the pitch extraction process briefly in this section.
The short-range autocorrelation function R(t, τ) is defined as follow,
where x(t) is speech signal, t is time, τ is delay time, l(τ) = (m − 1)τ, and integer number m is equal to or more than 2.
In the next place, the normalized short-range autocorrelation function φ(t, τ) is calculated from R(t, τ) and P(t, τ) by the following equations,
where P(t, τ) is normalization function, and its value is proportional to power of x(t) in analysis range. Pitch extraction process by using φ(t, τ) is shown in Fig. 2 . Figure 2 (b) is φ(t 0 , τ) at time t 0 of speech signal x(t) shown in Fig. 2(a) . When the maximal peak of φ(t 0 , τ) occurs at τ 0 , τ 0 is regard as pitch (pitch period) of speech signal x(t) at time t 0 . The value of φ(t, τ) at each time position is shown in Fig. 2(c) , and the thick line corresponds to Fig. 2(b) . In this example, maximal peaks at each time occur at same delay time τ 0 , and consequently, τ 0 is regard as pitch of this speech signal.
Discrimination Method of Synthetic Speech
In the proposed method, the synthetic speech discrimination is performed before conventional HMM speaker verification system. The synthetic speech discrimination system distinguishes between synthetic speech and natural speech according to the pitch pattern which is distribution of value of normalized short-range autocorrelation function like Fig. 2(c) .
An example of pitch pattern is shown in Fig. 3 . Pitch pattern of synthetic speech is shown in Fig. 3 (a) and pitch pattern of natural speech is shown in Fig. 3 (b). In this figure, horizontal axis means time t, and vertical axis means delay time τ. The brightness of pixel is in proportion to value of normalized short-range autocorrelation function. According to Fig. 3 , shape of the locus, on which the maximal values of normalized short-range autocorrelation function occur, is different between synthetic speech and natural speech. The shape of bright area is also different between synthetic speech and natural speech. These differences are caused by the synthetic process that synthetic speech is generated from partial high-probability symbols in HMM. Consequently, by digitalizing these characteristics, synthetic speech discrimination can be performed.
In this section, we propose two discrimination methods of synthetic speech: "discrimination method using time stability" and "discrimination method using pitch pattern." The former is simplified discrimination method [17] , and it can be performed with low CPU power and small memory. And hence, the former is suitable for low cost implementation. The latter needs CPU cost and memory, but it can distinguish more accurately than the former [18] . And hence, the latter is suitable for high-security implementation. 
Discrimination Method Using Time Stability
We pay attention to the fluctuation of the brightest area in Fig. 3 . The brightest area of Fig. 3(b) tends to have larger fluctuation than Fig. 3(a) in vertical direction. In other words, synthetic speech has time stability and its brightest area tends to form into line in horizontal direction. This tendency exists in almost synthetic speech, and hence we attempt to discriminate synthetic speech by detection of time stability.
The detection of time stability is performed along the following procedure, and expository figure is shown in Fig. 4 .
[
Step 1] Initialization: time stability s = 0, delay time τ = 2 msec, and the value of normalized short-range autocorrelation function φ(t, τ) is calculated from input speech.
Step 2] Delay time τ is fixed, and time t = 0.
Step 3] If conditions "φ(t, τ) > threshold value θ 1 " and "|φ(t, τ)−φ(t+1, τ)| < threshold value θ 2 " are satisfied, coordinates (t, τ) is regard as stability point. If time t+1 reaches to the end of input speech, then go to Step 4. If it doesn't reach to the end, then time t is increased and return to Step 3.
Step 4] If the number of continuous stability points is more than threshold value θ 3 , then add the quotient of "the number of continuous stability points /θ 3 " to time stability s. If delay time τ > 20 msec, then go to Step 5. If τ 20 msec, then τ is increased and return to Step 2.
Step 5] Normalization: time stability s is normalized by the time length of input speech.
By using time stability obtained by above-mentioned procedure, we can discriminate synthetic speech when the time stability exceeds standard value.
The typical pitch frequency of male voice is approximately 100 Hz, and the typical pitch frequency of female voice is approximately 200 Hz. In order to cover these pitch frequencies, the above-mentioned procedure is performed in the frequency range 50-500 Hz, i.e. 2 msec τ 20 msec.
Discrimination Method Using Pitch Pattern
First, the maximal value of normalized short-range autocorrelation function is extracted as "peak" at each time t. Second, "lower half" whose value is half of peak is extracted by increasing τ, and "upper half" is also extracted by decreasing τ. Third, "half bandwidth" which is width between lower half and upper half is extracted. Figure 5 shows an example of time sequences of peak, lower half, upper half and half bandwidth extracted from the pitch pattern shown in Fig. 3 . In this figure, horizontal axis means time t, and vertical axis means delay time τ.
In registration phase, user of the proposed discrimination system enrolls the above-mentioned characteristics (peak, lower half, upper half, half bandwidth) extracted from own natural speech in the synthetic speech discrimination system as registration data.
After registration, when the user needs to be verified, the discrimination system compares the characteristics of inputted user's speech signal with the registration data. In the proposed method, the comparison is performed by calculating the distance between inputted characteristics and registration data with DP (dynamic programming) matching. If the DP distance is smaller than the threshold value provided by pre-experiment, the discrimination system regards the inputted speech signal as natural speech. And then the HMM speaker verification system checks whether the inputted speech signal belongs to genuine user or impostor.
Experiments
In this section, we show that characteristics of pitch pattern can discriminate synthetic speech from natural speech, and confirm the validity of the proposed method.
Experimental Condition
100 samples of natural speech pronounced by a male test subject are used for the following experiment. In advance, 100 samples of synthetic speech are generated from these natural speech samples by the synthetic speech generation method proposed by T. Masuko et al. [13] . The outline of generation procedure of synthetic speech is as follows. First, phoneme HMM is trained with the feature extracted from natural speech samples by mel-cepstrum analysis. We used HTK (hidden Markov model toolkit) for training of HMM, and SPTK (speech signal processing toolkit) for mel-cspstrum analysis. Next, we combine phoneme HMM according to the desired sentence (content of synthetic speech), and generate the mel-cepstrum sequence which has maximal likelihood against "HMM speaker verification system." Finally, synthetic speech is obtained by using the mel-cepstrum sequence and MLSA (mel log spectrum approximation) filter. We also used SPTK for generation of the mel-cepstrum sequence and MLSA filtering.
The quality of natural speech and synthetic speech is 16000 Hz sampling rate and 16-bits liner quantization, and the content of pronunciation is "aiu" (three Japanese vowels). The normalized short-range autocorrelation function is calculated under the condition of m = 2 in the equation defined in Sect. 2.
Experimental Results of Discrimination Method Using Time Stability
Experiment of discrimination method using time stability is performed under these conditions obtained by pilot study: threshold values θ 1 = 0.97, θ 2 = 0.003, θ 3 = 9. In the pilot study, 20 samples of natural speech and 20 samples of synthetic speech are used, and we chose the best combination of threshold values for distinguishing between synthetic speech and natural speech in the range of 0.01 θ 1 0.99 (0.01 step), 0.001 θ 2 0.999 (0.001 step), 1 θ 3 20 (1 step). An example of detection of time stability is shown in Fig. 6 , and highlight point represents detected stability point. It is confirmed from Fig. 6 that synthetic speech has more time stability as compared with natural speech. Figure 7 shows the distribution of time stability obtained from 100 synthetic speech samples and 100 natural speech samples. Horizontal axis means time stability s, and vertical axis means the rate of frequency distribution. The distribution of synthetic speech is drawn by dotted line, and the distribution of natural speech is drawn by solid line. From this experimental result, 90% of synthetic speech can be discriminated by using the threshold value drawn by thick broken vertical line in Fig. 7. 
Experimental Results of Discrimination Method Using Pitch Pattern
First, the pitch pattern is calculated from natural speech samples, and then characteristics (peak, lower half, upper half, half bandwidth) are extracted from the pitch pattern.
As a result, 100 genuine data are obtained. On the other hand, 100 impostor data are also obtained from synthetic speech samples in the same manner. Second, DP distances of the genuine matching between a genuine data and another genuine data is calculated, and the number of genuine matching is 100 C 2 = 4950. On the other hand, DP distances of the impostor matching between a genuine data and an impostor data, and the number of impostor matching is 100 × 100 = 10000.
The distribution of these DP distances is shown in Fig. 8. Figures 8(a)-(d) represent the case of using peak, upper half, lower half and half bandwidth, respectively. In each figure, horizontal axis means the value of DP distance, and vertical axis means the rate of frequency distribution. If the genuine distribution drawn by solid line is separated from the impostor distribution drawn by broken line, the discrimination of synthetic speech can be performed perfectly. In other words, the smaller the common area between genuine distribution and impostor distribution is, the better the characteristic is for discriminating synthetic speech.
According to Fig. 8 , "half bandwidth" is best for discrimination in four characteristics, because its common area is smallest. We can discriminate synthetic speech at 99% accuracy, when the value of cross point between solid line and broken line is used as threshold value. By the way, even "peak" having the largest common area in four characteristics achieves 93% accuracy by using cross point threshold value. Table 1 shows the experimental result for other male test subjects (speaker 2-speaker 4). The experiment is performed by using 20 natural speech samples and 20 synthetic speech samples per each additional test subject. Overall, "half bandwidth" is most suitable for discrimination of synthesis speech from this result.
Consideration to Attack on the Proposed Discrimination Method
For instance, "discrimination method using time stability" can be deceived by the unstable synthetic speech which is generated by adding noise to synthetic speech at constant intervals. The unstable synthetic speech may pass the synthetic speech discrimination system in Fig. 1 , but it becomes difficult to pass the HMM speaker verification system than before by influence of the noise adding operation. And hence, it seems that the resistance ability to impostor of the entire system shown in Fig. 1 has increased by applying the proposed "discrimination method using time stability." It is more difficult to impose "discrimination method using pitch pattern" than "discrimination method using time stability," because the feature of pitch pattern is more complex than time stability. If synthetic speech is disfigured in order to feign pitch pattern, it becomes hard to pass the HMM speaker verification system. And hence, in the same manner as "discrimination method using time stability," it seems that the resistance ability of the entire system has increased by applying "discrimination method using pitch pat- tern."
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose two discrimination methods of synthetic speech using pitch frequency: "discrimination method using time stability" and "discrimination method using pitch pattern." The former is simplified discrimination method, and it is suitable for low cost implementation. The latter can distinguish more accurately than the former, and it is suitable for high-security implementation. By using these proposed discrimination methods of synthetic speech as preprocess before the conventional HMM speaker verification system, we can improve the safety of conventional speaker verification system.
In order to show the validity of the proposed methods, experiments of discrimination of synthetic speech have been performed. From experimental results, discrimination method using time stability can discriminate synthetic speech at 90% accuracy, and discrimination method using pitch pattern can discriminate synthetic speech at 99% accuracy by using "half bandwidth." The practicable high accuracy has been obtained through the experiments, and hence the validity of the proposed method has been confirmed.
